Knowledge and Resources for Empowerment through Art
Production Guide for making articles with social value through creative therapy activities

PROJECT PRESENTATION
This strategic partnership among Associació Alba, Handverkstæðið Ásgarður and Jaunuoliu Dienos Centras organisations that work to meet the needs of people with disabilities - seeks to promote cooperation, to
exchange knowledge and to use synergies among the three partner institutions in order to solve a common
problem in all of them: the low variety of creative therapy activities that they are able to oﬀer to their users.
The main objectives in this project are to train people with disabilities to satisfy their own needs, to advocate
for the professional development of their educators and to promote self-ﬁnancing of the aﬀected
occupational therapy areas through production and sale of new articles with social value.

Knowledge and Resources for Empowerment through Art

PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS
Handverkstæði Ásgarður

PROJECT PRIORITIES, OBJECTIVES
AND RESULTS
PRIORITIES

OBJECTIVES

PROJECT ACTIVITIES
PEER LEARNING I - Associació Alba visits Handverkstæði Ásgarður (June 2019)

PROJECT ACTIVITIES

PEER LEARNING II - Handverkstæði Ásgarður visits Jaunuoliu dienos centras (October 2019)

PROJECT ACTIVITIES

PEER LEARNING III - Jaunuoliu dienos centras visits Associació Alba (December 2019)

· Author:
· Creative therapy activity:
· Results:

TRACTOR

The main shape of the tractor is made out of
softwood (pine) measuring 45x95x200mm.
Use a template to draw the right shape and
place of the holes

Use the bandsaw to shape the front

Cut it out with a band-saw

Use the template for the right position of the
hook and the shape of the back of the
tractor. Saw out appropriately

Drill the 9.5mm holes preferably with a
standing drill, so the holes are straight down

TRACTOR

Drill a hole of 6mm for the hook, which is a
wooden pin standing up approximately
15mm

Polish all the edges and surfaces with
sandpaper until satisﬁed, either with
machines or by hand

Drill a hole of 6mm for the chimney, which is
a wooden pin standing up approximately
40mm

The 2 side pieces (with the windows) are
made out of softwood (pine) measuring
70x80x18mm each

Glue both the hook and the chimney in their
holes with some standard wood glue

Use a template to draw the right shape and
the hole for the window

TRACTOR

Cut it out with a bandsaw

The roof is made out of softwood (pine)
measuring 70x90x18mm. It looks better if
the top of the roof tilts in all 4 directions. Use
a sanding machine or a tilting bandsaw to
shape the roof

Drill the hole with a 25mm drill

Polish again all edges and surfaces with
sandpaper until satisﬁed

Polish all the edges and surfaces with
sandpaper until satisﬁed, either with
machines or by hand

The wheels are made out of hardwood
(beech) diameter approximately 63mm and
18mm thick

TRACTOR

Drill 8mm holes in the centre for the axles

Glue the axles at one end in the wheels.
Make 6 wheels in total, 3 pairs that is,
because we need one pair for the trailer

You can use a hole saw to make the wheels
or draw them and saw them out with a
bandsaw

As long as all the separate pieces are not
glued or put together, you can still change
your mind about which parts you want to be
painted or not. Use your imagination to
make it a very personal one of a kind tractor

Polish edges and surfaces until satisﬁed

Glue the window sides on both sides of the
main shape and ﬁx them for a good while
with clamps

TRACTOR

If the window sides have moved a bit during
the glueing process, you can cut it straight
with a bandsaw or polish it straight on a
sanding machine

Glue the roof on the top and use clamps
while drying

Put the axles through their holes and glue
the loose wheels on the other side, leaving
a minimal space between the main shape
and the wheels to insure free turning of the
wheels

TRAILER

Manufacture one piece according to our
template from a piece of softwood (pine)
measuring 60x30x180mm

Determine the shape of the front of the
trailer and the position of the hole using our
template

Cutting out

Cut out

And drilling the holes

And drill the hole

TRAILER

Manufacture 2 pieces according to our
template from 2 pieces of soft wood (pine)
measuring each 10x70x155

Drawing

Cutting out

and drilling the holes. We need a wooden
pin diameter 6mm and 80mm long

Glue the pieces together with wood glue,
using clamps while drying

Use sandpaper to polish the edges and
surfaces as needed. Put on a pair of wheels
like you did with the tractor

HORSE

The horse is made using this template

Draw a modelling shape on the horse top to
make it more realistic and organic shape.
Both the front (head) and back of the horse
should be thinner than the middle part

Draw the shape on the piece of wood

Cut out the shape

Cut along the drawn lines

Polish on a sanding machine or in hand until
satisﬁed

DECORATIVE TILE

Cut a piece (200g approx.) of white or brown
clay (low combustion temperature, 920ºC)

Use a wooden stick to make two small holes
in the top center part of the piece of clay.
The two holes should have an approximate
separation of 5cm

Use a rolling pin to ﬂatten the piece of clay
to a thickness of about 0.5cm

Dry the piece of clay for 7 days in a dry
space and then put it in the oven

Use a template to draw a 18cmx12cm shape
(approx.) and cut it out with a clay knife

Cook it at 920ºC for 5 hours. After that, turn
oﬀ the oven and leave the piece inside for
20 hours without opening it

DECORATIVE TILE

Decorate the piece of clay with underglaze
chalks. Feel free to decorate it the way you
prefer

OPTIONAL: paint some parts
decoration with ceramic paint

of

the

After decorating the piece, put it in the oven
again

Cut a piece of string of about 40cm, insert it
through the holes and lift the ends. The
decorative tile is ready

Cook it again at 980ºC for 2 hours. After that,
turn oﬀ the oven and leave the piece inside
for 20 hours without opening it

DECORATIVE POT

Cut a piece (200g approx.) of white or brown
clay (low combustion temperature, 920ºC)

Roll the rope in order to shape the bottom
of the pot. Feel free to choose the bottom
diameter you prefer

Make smaller pieces out of the 200g piece
and use your hands to make some ropes of
about 30cm each. The ropes thickness should
be between 0,5-1cm

Make sure there are no gaps. Lightly press
the material so that it sticks well

Apply wet clay to the entire surface of one
of the previously created ropes

Once the bottom of the pot is ready, use a second
rope to start making the pot walls. Always apply wet
clay to the entire surface of a new rope before using it

DECORATIVE POT

Once the pot is ready, dry it for 10 days in a
dry space and then put it in the oven. Cook
it at 920ºC for 5 hours. After that, turn oﬀ the
oven and leave the piece inside for 20 hours
without opening it

Cook it at 980ºC for 3 hour. After that, turn
oﬀ the oven and leave the piece inside for
20 hours without opening it

Take the pot out of the oven and use colour
glazes to paint and decorate it the way you
prefer. Don’t paint the bottom

One day after, our decorative pot will be
ready

Once the pot is painted, wait for 2-3 hours
and then put it inside the oven again

NOTEBOOK

Use a white poster board DIN A5 and draw a
speciﬁc or abstract drawing

Use edding black markers and coloring
pencils, coloring markers or even color
papers to design the cover

This white poster board DIN A5 will be the
cover

Cut 60 DIN A4 white paper sheets in half
with a paper cutter to set up the notebook
pages

Feel free do design it the way you prefer

Use a 0.3mm thick transparent DIN A5
plastic lid (front) and 0.8mm thick black DIN
A-5 cardboard lid (back)

NOTEBOOK

Put the lids and the pages together and drill
them with a paper drilling machine

Stick it to the notebook’s ﬁrst page (back)

Use a 0.14mm diameter spiral and introduce
it to the drills

Now you have your own Artis notebook

Print the creator/user’s name on a sticker
paper and cut it

PENCIL CASE

Get a piece of 100% cotton white fabric
cutout (15cmx25cm approx.)

Feel free do design it the way you prefer.
However, the drawing’s size should not be
bigger than 8cmx16cm

Get a laundry black marker and fabric paints

Paint the drawings with the fabric paints

Use the laundry black marker to draw your
own design on the fabric cutout

PENCIL CASE

Once the drawing is completed and the
paint is dry, iron it in order to ﬁx the paint.
Put a special ironing paper between the iron
and the drawing ir order to protect the paint

Use the sewing machine - zig zag stitch - to
ﬁx the drawing to the pencil case

Use double sided adhesive paper and stick
the fabric cutout with the drawing in one of
its sides

Sew a clothing label with the creator/user’s
name to the pencil case

Use the other side of the double sided
adhesive paper to stick the previous piece
to a fabric pencil case

Now you have your own Artis pencil case

